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Abstract  

A critical reading of some of the popular poems of the Romantic Period of British English 

literature would explore a colonial dimension in them. The historical and political understanding 

of the then time helps one in interpreting the poems in a new light and might unravel a colonial 

discourse in them. As colonizers intruded various parts of the globe including Africa, West 

Indies, India and so on, military power and economic growth became synonymous to British 

identity. Colonialism and cultural imperialism shaped the position of Europe in the globe and 

made British Empire the largest formal empire that the world had ever seen. But soon European 

colonists were to see the fatal effects of colonialism as they came into contact with the 

indigenous people and unfavorable climates of the tropics. End number of colonizers was wiped 

out due to the inflation of epidemic diseases of the tropics and many soldiers and sailors returned 

their homeland, wounded and diseased. The literature of the 1790s was full of bereaved mothers, 

abandoned wives and injured soldiers. This paper attempts to reveal the dark shades of 

colonialism in a few selected poems such as “The Brothers”, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” 

etc. by Wordsworth and Coleridge respectively, the two very important romantic nature poets, to 

mirror the hidden paradox of British magnificence and their colonial triumph. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Jacques Barzun in his book “Classic, Romantic and Modern” has made quite an impressive 

collection of some of the popular terms that more or less are used to define Romanticism such as, 

“a return to the Middle Ages, a love of the exotic, a revolt from reason, an exaggeration of 
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individualism, a liberation of the unconscious, a reaction against scientific method, a revival of 

pantheism…a movement back to nature, or a glorification of force” (13), though at the same 

time, expresses his discontent as none of these scholarly definitions seem satisfactory to him. 

Wordsworth and Coleridge, the quintessential figures of romanticism with their influential 

writing took poetry to a different plane and their poetry directly appeals to the readers’ 

imagination. In his famous “Preface to Lyrical Ballads” Wordsworth defines poetry as "the 

spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its origin from emotion recollected in 

tranquility" (657). The poems of Wordsworth and Coleridge have been tradition read as 

spontaneous meditations over nature and rural life, coloured by the imagination and devoid of 

political implications. However, post-modern readings have unraveled a colonial discourse that 

aims to define ‘Englishness’ and contrast the diseased tropical East. It also serves as a 

commentary on the toll that colonialism had on England. The poets were alert to the harsh 

realities of colonial expedition and thus though they did not directly spoke against it, their poetry 

sounds sympathetic towards the plight of the victims and their works seem to capture plenty of 

imageries of colonization. 

  

 It is quite necessary to closely examine the socio-political scenario of the late 18th century to 

understand the writings of the two very influential writers of English literature. The poems that 

are chosen in this paper such as “The Rime of the ancient Mariner”, “The Female Vagrant” or 

“The Brothers” would provide readers an insight into a period when major socio-economic 

changes were taking place after the French Revolution. Innocent lives were taken, power-

mongering was rampant and the Industry Revolution which brought a transition from home and 

handmade manufactures to factory and machine made goods, resulted in massive unemployment 

leading to starvation and further impoverishing the rural poor. In such a scenario people had no 

option but to leave their homes and start an uncertain journey towards the East for better 

prospect. Colonialist interests also expanded to the West. The English government supported the 

East Indies Trade Company as the East was considered rich in its wealth and thus allured more 

number of people to be a part of the expedition. 
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  A close reading of these poems unfolds various fascinating facts of colonial expedition and 

the “fatal consequences” (Bewell 153) borne out of it. In the process of conquest and colonizing 

the virgin lands the colonizers themselves had to face several problems such as unfavorable 

climate, drinking of contaminated water, change of diet and thus were vulnerable to various 

“epidemic diseases of hot climate”(Lind 5). Though the tropical zone was considered paradise to 

the colonists they had no immunity against the tropical diseases. The issues that arose from 

colonialism infiltrated the heart of Romantic literature. It greatly affected not only the 

Romantics’ framing of disease but also their understanding of England’s position in the colonial 

world. As literature reflects the zeitgeist or the Time-Spirit, the poems of Wordsworth and 

Coleridge also brought forth the major issues and problems of the then period.  

 

 The Western ideological framing of the East can be glimpsed once one minutely goes 

by the lines of the poems. Wordsworth’s “The Old Cumberland Beggar” is an attempt to define 

England as a humane country that looks after its poor and helpless as opposed to the barbaric 

tyrannical East. England is defined in the context of charity which is naturalized. Wordsworth 

converts institutional charity into one of a national character. Beggars made charity possible and 

thus contributed in building a positive identity of the English. The English milkmaid and the 

post-boy going out of their way for the beggar are seen as simply a very ‘English’ act of 

consideration. The boy is careful to slow down his horses “and passes gently by, without a curse/ 

Upon his lips, or anger at his heart” (42-43). The same applies to Margaret’s hospitality in “The 

Ruined Cottage”. 

 

 The underlying belief that Europe can be transformed into beauty only by colonial 

transactions and by infusions from the East is evident in Coleridge’s poem “Kubla Khan”. The 

beautiful dome is possible only in another space. The inspiration for the poet comes from a maid 

from Abyssinia. In fact, Coleridge’s inspiration is a result of the opium that comes from the 

colonies. Yet there is an anxiety to avoid the contamination of race and hence the need for “walls 

and towers” (7) and “girdled round” (7). Environment and ecology become categories in the 

reading of colonial discourse. The safety and pleasure of the civilized garden inhabited by the 

European ruler is in opposition to the “savage” (14), primitive and uncultivated wilds of the 
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ruled. The tropics are a place of war. There Kubla could hear “Ancestral voices prophesying 

war!”(30). Lines like “the sacred river ran” (26) and “sank in the tumult to a lifeless ocean” (28) 

echo the clutch of death.  It is a place of sensuality where women wail for demon lovers. The 

“romantic chasm” (12) is also the metaphorical divide between civilized Europe and the 

uncivilized colony. Coleridge asks one to be on guards against the “flashing eyes” (50) and 

“floating hair” (50) and cry “Beware! Beware!”(49). Perhaps there is a subtle hint at the mystic 

land of The East where one can easily find Sufi Fakirs who are believed to possess immense 

supernatural power. In “Kubla Khan” one witnesses a hybrid landscape as in the poem “The 

Brothers”, where Leonard “below him, in the bosom of the deep” (62) sees mountains and 

“…forms of sheep that grazed/ On verdant hills….” (63-64). He attempts to superimpose his 

childhood native landscape in the tropics. In “Kubla Khan” the hybrid landscape is that of “A 

sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice!”(36)- part Tropical and part European.  

 

 The waves, midway of which one sees the shadow of the dome, signify the danger of the 

flood. So also, the danger of war, points to the sublime, which breaks boundaries and threatens to 

erase the distinctions between inside and outside. One sees the manifestation of the sublime in 

“The Ruined Cottage” where the path we are told has become faint and indistinct: “The green 

sward now has broken its grey line” (458). Similarly the boundary between the livestock and 

humans grows fuzzy as the animals begin to invade the space of the humans. The cottage itself 

being a central English symbol becomes significant in the poem “The Ruined Cottage”. The 

collapse of the cottage is the collapse of the English tradition itself. The unrestrained growth of 

the “honeysuckle crowded round the door” (308) and “…the border-tufts/Daisy and thrift and 

lowly chamomile/And Thyme….” (317-19) that “straggled out into the paths” (319) is the 

sublime bursting of borders. The decay is not necessarily disease but uncontrolled growth. The 

Ruined cottage also exhibits a hybrid landscape through the pictures of “the insect host” (24) that 

gather around the poet’s face and the “multitude of flies” (190) that fills all the air. These appear 

rather strange in the cold English climate and can only be explained as a superimposition of the 

landscape of colony on the mother-country’s landscape. 
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  Wordsworth and Coleridge negotiate the newly emergent biomedical identities resulting 

from contact with the colonies, in their poems. Alan Bewell in his “Romanticism and Colonial 

Disease” speaks of how the geographication of disease became a powerful ideological tool 

available to European expansionist programmes. Disease knew no geographical boundaries and 

the “contact zone” (7), a term used by Pratt, where two different cultures of healthy colonizers 

and diseased colonized encountered for the first time was nothing but an encounter with the 

space of pathogens.  In Pratt’s words, a new “planetary consciousness” (15) arose which helped 

the British to understand their situation, their susceptibility to disease, better through the lens 

which India’s tropical landscape offered them. As the colonizers hardly had any immunity to 

combat numerous tropical diseases many of them succumbed to them. Some of Wordsworth’s 

and Coleridge’s poems, which are woven thoughtfully, can be read as a “cultural response to 

colonial disease” (Bewell 12). Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient mariner” apparently deals 

with the theme of sin and retribution, preaching the moral “He prayeth well, who loveth 

well/Both man and bird and beast” (612-613).  But the poem carries implication of people 

getting affected by tropical disease. Lines from the poem-“With heavy thump, a lifeless lump,/ 

They dropped down one by one” (218-19) hint at deadly epidemics taking numerous lives  The 

ghost ship that approaches the ship of the Ancient Mariner carries a woman who we are told had 

skin “as white as leprosy”(192). Leprosy is incidentally a tropical disease. Though the Mariner 

directly cannot be considered a colonizer he is a part of the system and in the poem he is seen to 

be traumatized by his colonial experience. To be present in a ship where he had to see “…the 

rotting deck, / And there the dead men lay” (243-44) is itself a punishment. It was as if disease 

and death were taking revenge for the crime against nature and human. The colonizers had to 

depend on slave labourers to a great extent who were crammed together below the deck on their 

journey to the colonies. The sailors and slaves used to die often due to the inhuman condition 

they were forced to be in. Mentioning “the rotting deck” (243) and “rotting sea” (241) Coleridge 

perhaps hints at a possible situation where the plank of the deck would rot because of the heat 

and unpleasant smell of the diseased rotting corpses and once thrown overboard in the sea would 

rot the sea. The poem captures the gruesome reality of colonialism and seems to warn those who 

are at their homeland. 
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 Wordsworth’s “The Female Vagrant” talks of the ‘long sickness’, while aboard the ship to 

the tropics. She also speaks of “The pains and plagues” (127) and “Disease and famine” (128). 

She narrates “Where looks inhuman dwelt on festering heaps! / The breathing pestilence that 

rose like smoke!” (147-48). Having survived the trauma, she says, ‘Ill was I then for toil or 

service fit:” (249). Hence one can notice an unrelenting description of misery and disease. “The 

Ruined Cottage” mentions “two blighting seasons” (134), referring not only to a disease of plants 

but also a social disease worsened by “A worse affliction in the plague of war” (136), that 

resulted in “A happy land” (137) being “stricken to the heart” (137). Margaret’s husband is 

seized by a fever. “….In disease/He lingered long….” (149-50) and “day by day he drooped” 

(175) leading to mental instability. In Wordsworth’s “The Wanderer” about the Pedlar we are we 

told, “…in his various rounds/ He had observed the progress and decay/ Of many minds and 

bodies too;” (374-76). The poem “The Brothers” gives an account of Leonard’s calenture. 

Samuel Johnson’s ‘Dictionary’ defines it as “a distemper peculiar to sailors in hot climates; 

wherein they imagine the sea to be green fields, and will throw themselves into it” (qtd. in 

Illbruck 116). While Leonard is sick for home, James is sick at home: “He in his sleep would 

walk about, and sleeping/ He sought his brother Leonard” (368-69). Thus one can observe a 

movement between home and the foreign landscape facilitated by disease. 

 

 In an age of Enclosure and industrialization when many in Britain found themselves 

homeless and unemployed, joining the colonial venture became a viable option. However, some 

like the sailor in Wordsworth’s ‘Guilt and Sorrow’ were forcefully enlisted. 

“By seamen, who perhaps themselves had shared/ Like fate; was hurried off, a helpless prey, /   

'Gainst all that in his heart, or theirs perhaps, said nay” (52-54). We also read in the poem “To 

join those miserable men he flew, / And now to the sea-coast, with numbers more, we drew” 

(278-79). Margaret’s husband finding no work and desperate to support his family enlists in the 

navy in “The Ruined Cottage”. Leonard in the poem “The Brothers” chiefly abandoned James 

and became a mariner with a good intention to see his brother leading a happy and comfortable 

life but Leonard unfortunately ends in being “…in slavery among the Moors/Upon the Barbary 

coast” (330-31). 
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 Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient mariner” deals with the unconscious complicity 

of the sailors in colonial exploitation. He uses the tale of the Ancient Mariner to explain the 

trauma that the colonizer experiences when coming back from the colony. The Mariner is 

haunted by the guilt of his mission being not entirely a good one and actually hints at the military 

angle of colonialism. Coleridge conflates the suffering of the blacks taken to the West Indies and 

that of the European colonizers while returning home. Hence he speaks of “With throats 

unslaked, with black lips baked” (157) and “As if through a dungeon-grate he peered/ with broad 

and burning face” (179-80) besides the general “….Each throat / Was parched, and glazed each 

eye “(143-44). 

 

     “The Brothers” reflects the postcolonial argument that the native is the one who gets 

hybridized. The reality of James is not the actual England he lives in, and being displaced, he 

finds himself walking over a precipice to his death. “His absent Brother still was at his heart” 

(364). As for Leonard he is plagued with the double consciousness of the home he left behind 

and his experience in the colony. This leads to a third space in his mind which is why he 

questions “…and that dark cleft! / To me it does not seem to wear the face/Which then it had!” 

(135-37). It all amounts to a question of identity and the question of what a man who has been 

displaced actually returns to.  

Wordsworth explores the pathetic plight of the soldier who having fought for his country 

returns to contempt and indifference in his own homeland. In the poem “The Discharged 

Soldier”, Wordsworth speaks of the soldier who has returned from the tropic isles, more as if a 

public nuisance than a war hero. Having asked him what he had endured from “war, battle, and 

pestilence” (54), the soldier is taken to a cottage and is: 

 …entreated that henceforth 

He would not linger in the public ways 

But ask for timely furtherance and help 

Such as his state required…. (71-74) 
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Despite having fought for the country, the soldier is not entitled to any social welfare from the 

government but is rather required to beg. He is “….Companionless/ No dog attending, by no 

staff sustained,” (16-17). The same feeling of displacement that Leonard experiences is seen in 

the discharged soldier. The mistrust with which the soldier is treated is reiterated in William 

Godwin’s words: “The man that is merely a soldier, must always be uncommonly 

depraved….The man that is merely a soldier, ceases to be, in the same sense as his neighbours, a 

citizen” (qtd. in Mukherjee and Ramaswamy 326). The ex-soldiers, returning from duty 

overseas, were treated as untouchable and disowned by all for bearing the stigma of colonial 

dirty work. In spite of being rewarded they were treated as trained killers who do not deserve any 

sympathy or respect. Even their family members were left with no choice of either begging or 

starve to death. No one believed in them and had to stay in hopeless condition. This explains 

why the female vagrant and the soldier take refuge in such an unlikely place of refuge as 

Stonehenge. In “Guilt and Sorrow” we are told that the sailor having come back from war is 

robbed of his money. He then kills a traveller and becomes a fugitive. He hears of another man 

who was hanged in the Town Square for murder and he becomes a lesson for the sailor.  

  

 The colonial venture led to large scale depopulation. In 1976 Coleridge says, “About 

70 men of the 20th regiment landed at Plymouth on Tuesday last from on board a transport lately 

arrived from the West Indies. Many of them are in an unhealthy state. They are the remains of 

700 fine fellows, who have been thus reduced by the ravages of yellow fever.”(Bewell 98) 

“The Discharged Soldier” was written on the basis of the 40,000 British troops who died of 

yellow fever in 1796. Survivors were diseased and had no alternative but to beg on the streets. 

Even civilians died by the thousands as depicted in “The Female Vagrant”. She laments, “All 

perished-all, in one remorseless year,/ Husband and children! one by one, by sword/And 

ravenous plague, all perished….”(131-33). In “The Brothers” one can witness how both the 

brothers finally disappear from England –one by natural death and the other of his own choice. 

The process of depopulation is summed up in the words of the Pedlar in “The Ruined Cottage”:   

            …we die, my Friend,             

          Nor we alone, but that which each man loved 

          And prized in his peculiar nook of earth 
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          Dies with him, or is changed; and very soon 

          Even of the good is no memorial left. (68-72) 

 

 Due to high mortality rate in the colonies the colonizers needed more people to fill the 

vacuum and to carry their business beyond seas. To meet this need many were forced to leave 

their mother-country and sail to the colonies. James Lind in his “Essay on Diseases Incidental to 

Europeans in Hot Climates” (1768) writes, “ Unhealthy settlements require a constant supply of 

people, and of course drain their mother-country of an incredible number, and some of those its 

most useful inhabitants” (6). Thus the colonizers left for the struggle to survive the hot climate of 

the tropics. They in Lind’s words “have fallen victims to the temperature of foreign climates, 

nineteen in twenty have been cut off by fevers and fluxes: these being the prevailing and fatal 

diseases in unhealthy countries through all parts of the world” (6). 

 

 The process of colonization thus not only led to the death of those who took part in the 

colonial enterprise, but also led to the hybridization of the native who stayed behind. The reading 

of these poems by Wordsworth and Coleridge helps in redefining one’s understanding of 

Romanticism in the light of colonialism and disease. The apparent paradise in tropics proved to 

be a land of pathogens that knew no boundaries. The poems thus discussed present “a much 

darker reflection on the epidemiological consequences of colonialism” (Bewell 279).
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